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VVRA Committee
Marianne Nel - Chairperson

Paul Veltman - Secretary, Infrastructure

Carol Thronton - Treasurer

Wendy Redl  - Green

Varushka Singh - Liaison

We would like to thank Hein for his valued commitment to the VVRA over the past 6 years and welcome 
back Carol as a committee member.

The VVRA LPR camera project has been in operation for the past year and has been identified as a valuable 
tool in the fight against crime within the Vorna valley area. The aim is to increase the number of camera’s in 
the Vorna valley area  at strategic points. The VVRA would appreciate any financial sponsorships towards the 
continuous operating costs of the cameras.

License plate recognition basically relates to the specific camera capturing a vehicles licence plate and 
analyse the plate using video analytical software to compare it to a database of number plates to identify if 
the specific vehicle has been flagged for any of the following reasons:

 Flagged by Law enforcement agencies  as a vehicle of interest. 
 Suspicious vehicles for various reasons. 
 Vehicles positively flagged by SAPS as wanted for a specific crimes or for further investigations.

These are not overview cameras which monitor movement in the area and are not monitored by a person 
sitting behind a screen.  The analytical software does the work of capturing the data that is required to send 
out an alert for the above mentioned vehicles.

RECENT SUCCESSES OF THE LPR SYSTEM

Several vehicles that have triggered the technology have been identified and with further investigations 
were identified as vehicles where their plates have been cloned or positively wanted by SAPS for further 
investigation or enquiries.

Hawkeye Security has responded to vehicles positively wanted by SAPS that triggered the LPR’S and 
together with ARN security escorted the vehicle to SAPS where the vehicle was seized and the driver 
detained.

On several occasions multiple vehicles that were flagged as suspected drug dealers and buyers were 
identified and information shared with SAPS for further intervention

The camera’s have also been utilised to identify vehicles used in recent crimes committed in the area as per 
the descriptions received from the victims. 

Due to the extensive network of LPR cameras all over South Africa, our LPR cameras have also assisted with 
the identification of vehicles and criminals in other areas, where successful arrests were made for various 
crimes committed.

The VVRA thanks the current security companies on the LPR RESPONSE TEAMS for their commitment and 
dedication towards the project.

We would also like to thank all our contributors for their support, every cent helps to keep them up and 
running.
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Property News

WOULD YOU LIKE TO ADD VALUE TO YOUR HOME & AREA?

PAVEMENT

Keep your pavement and your surroundings Neat and Tidy.  Cut the grass regularly and pick up the litter as our City of Johannesburg is not doing that.  
A clean and tidy pavement increases the value of your home and surrounding areas.

PAINT OUTER WALLS

Give your wall or palisade a coat of paint.  It certainly also spruces up the area.

Don’t dump your rubbish bags anywhere except in your own bin!

These are simple ideas to help you lock in your value and make your area attractive.

Contact Details

Building 4, Berkley Office Park, 8 Bauhinia Street, 
Highveld Techno Park, Centurion

(+27 10) 593 0533

info@csos.org.za

CSOS Community Schemes Ombud Service



Indigenous Trees
Grewia occidentalis 
is a very hardy, fast 
growing, evergreen 
shrub with attractive, 
rough, glossy, quite 
dark green leaves 
and trailing stems.

It bears gorgeous 
star-like pink flowers 
with a cluster of 

prominent, bright yellow stamens from October to January

 It also bears distinctive, edible fruits that are clustered 
together in a square or cross shape. This plant attracts 
birds and butterflies to the garden making it a must for a 
natural wildlife garden.

It grows well in both sun and shade and makes an excellent 
garden subject.  Prune to keep in shape or use the trailing branches to train the plant up a wall or trellis. Good addition to a bush 
clump.

It has many medicinal and magical uses. 

Size 2 to 6m

From:  https://www.randomharvest.co.za/en-us/South-African-Indigenous-Plants/Show-Plant/PlantId/162&Plant=Grewia-
occidentalis

Grewia 
occidentalis L. 
Family: 
Malvaceae

Common names: 
Cross-berry 
(English)

Kruisbessie 
(Afrikaans)

Mulembu (Venda)

Mokukutu 
(Tswana)

Iklolo (Zulu)

Erythrina 
lysistemon  
Family: Fabaceae 
 
Common names:  
common coral 
tree, lucky bean 
tree (E), gewone 
koraalboom, 
kanniedood (A), u 
msintsi (X), 
muvhale (V), 
mophete (Tsw), 
mokhungwane 
(Sotho), umsinsi 
(Z) Fabaceae/
Leguminosae (Pea 
& bean family)SA 

Tree No: 245

This is a stocky, thickset 
tree that often branches 
low down and usually 
grows up to 10 m in height, 
occasionally reaching 12 
m. The bark is smooth and 
dark gray to gray-brown 
and is not thickly corky. 
Short, hooked prickles are 
sparsely and randomly 
scattered on the trunk and 
branches.

The leaves are trifoliolate 
(compound leaves with 3 
leaflets), and each leaflet is 
large, usually up to 17 x 18 
cm. The petiole, rachis and 
the midrib have hooked 
prickles on them. The 
common coral tree blooms in early spring (from August 
to September) and it produces its flowers before its new 

leaves or just as the leaves begin to show.

From:  http://pza.sanbi.org/erythrina-lysistemon and 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erythrina_lysistemon

Mundulea sericea

PAPILIONOIDEAE 
- LEGUMINOSAE 
(PEA SUBFAMILY 
- POD-BEARING 
FAMILY)

CORK BUSH (E) 
KURKBOS (A) 
UMHLALANTETHE 
(Z) 
 
TREE NO.: 226

An attractive shrub or small tree which has a light 
grey, corky bark. The flower stalks are covered 
with silky hairs. The compound leaves are pale 
green. It bears clusters of mauve, pea-shaped 
flowers. The fruit is a small light green pod which 
is covered with golden-brown velvety hairs. It 
becomes grey with age, the splits on the tree in a 
twisted shape to release the seeds.

ECOLOGICAL BENEFITS: 
The cork bush provides a home to a host of 
insects and you may on occasion spot tiny 
spiders feasting on insects which live on it to 
keep their population under control.

MAINTENANCE: 
Low maintenance. Allow it to form a natural 
shape.

WATER REQUIREMENTS: 
Water moderately.

From: http://www.plantbook.co.za/mundulea-sericea/
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Birds found in Vorna Valley
A large, grayish, naked-faced hawk with broad wings. 
The small, bare, yellow (sometimes flushed red) face, 
white-banded black tail, and underwing pattern 
distinguish it. The immature is blotchy brown with 
yellow-green facial skin and barred flight feathers. 
 
Harrier-hawks are specialists, foraging on eggs and 
nestlings, and they have double-jointed knees which 
allow them to access nest holes and other confined 
spaces. They are often seen clumsily clambering around 
on cliffs and trees when foraging. Although similar to 
chanting-goshawks, African Harrier-Hawk’s long but small 
angular head, broad wings, and tail pattern are diagnostic.

It mainly eats birds and their eggs, reptiles and small 
mammals, using a wide variety of foraging techniques. It 
specialises in using its long legs to extract food from crevices 
and cavities, such as in the tree canopy or the ground, often 
stealing eggs and chicks from weaver nests, or the more 
easily accessible nests of other birds (without entrance 
tunnels). It also hunts by soaring high in the sky and rapidly 
descending once it has spotted prey, sometimes scavenging 
for roadkills and raiding nests in suburban gardens. The 
following food items have been recorded in its diet:

They have been spotted in Vorna Valley and surrounding areas recently. 

Click on the link below to hear the bird call.

From: https://ebird.org/species/afhhaw1?siteLanguage=en_ZA

African Harrier-
Hawk

Polyboroides 
typus

Pretty robin-chat with a short white eyebrow 
and a rufous chest. This is the only robin-chat 
with a gray belly. The outer tail feathers are 
orange, which can be conspicuous in flight. 
Found in many different habitats, including 
fynbos, scrub, heath, gardens, forest edge, and 
thicket.

More fond of open habitats than other robin-
chats. Away from South Africa, only found in 
the mountains. Song is a typical thrush-like 
series of inquisitive, cheerful notes.

The Cape Robin-Chat feeds on ground level, 
mostly in and under bushes, but will from 
time-to-time gather bark and foliage in 
tall trees. It is an insectivore, but also feeds 
on other invertebrates including spiders, 
centipedes and earthworms. It may add tiny 
frogs and reptiles to its diet. Some species of 
the robin-chats, especially the Chorister and 
Red-Capped Robin-Chats, eat berries as well.

Cape Robin-Chats are monogamous, having 
one partner for life unless the other partner 

dies, in which event the remaining party will seek out new mate. Cape Robin-Chats mate and maintain a territory for life. Both 
the male and female takes on the task of feeding the young, however it rests with the female to undergo the incubation process. 
Cape Robin-Chats are long lived, with the oldest having been recorded to have lived up to 17 years.

We see many Cape Robin-Chats in Vorna Valley.  Click on the link below to hear the bird call.

From: https://ebird.org/species/carcha1/

Cape Robin-Chat

Cossypha caffra

A chunky, pale-billed, crested, fiery-colored 
barbet. Pairs are resident in wooded grasslands, 
savanna, broadleaved woodlands, and gardens, 
where they forage for fruit and insects, moving 
slowly through the lower strata of trees or 
hopping on the ground. 

They nest in a hole in a tree or a log in a 
suburban garden. They are monogamous and 
territorial during breeding. Territory size varies 
according to their habitat. One to five eggs are 
laid at daily intervals between September to 
December. Incubation lasts between 13 and 17 
days, beginning with the second or third egg 
and mainly by the female. The young hatch 
naked and blind. They are fed insects by both 
parents. Faecal material is removed regularly. 
They fledge after about 31 days. Up to five 
broods have been recorded in a breeding 
season.

The call is an incessant, unmusical, dry, insect-
like trill that rises towards the end.

Found all over Vorna Valley.  Click on the link below to hear the bird call.

From: https://ebird.org/species/crebar1

Crested Barbet  
Afrikaans 
name: Kuifkop 
Houtkapper

Trachyphonus 
vaillantii
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Would you like to place an ad in our monthly Newsletter?

Half Page : R400/month 

Full Page : R800/month 

Please contact info@vvra.co.za

Quarter Page : R200/month.

Small Ad : R85/month

Small Ad : R50/month

Small Ad : R35/month

Small Ad : R50/month
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Advertisement Pricing


